
In-Flight Views – Astrid Ho 

My abstract works reference the environment and images of nature. In-Flight 
Views is a new series of abstract monotypes on paper, which continues to 
reference nature, within the context of the aerial viewpoint. The images of my 
work are based on passing snapshots during my flights to/from Thunder Bay, 
Vancouver and New York City, between August to November 2013. The passing 
moments of time, and the distilled views are explored through this series of 
prints.  

The print titles specify the moment in time, pinpointing the date and the time in 
which the source images were photographed. However the locations are 
ambiguous as the destinations of the flights are included rather than the locations 
of the source images. The time and date of each image provide a point of 
reference, while the ambiguity of the location is intended to give the destination 
significance. These are views within the passing moments, as I wait to arrive at 
my destination. I am a passive observer. 

Farm lands, various bodies of water, and the network of roads that connect the 
countryside to the cities are viewed through the small airplane window. I capture 
these images through photography, and they are source from which I base my 
prints. I explore the images in the studio by printing unique impressions of the 
same image varying their composition, through the immediate process of 
monotypes. In Arriving in Thunder Bay the details of the landscape are removed. 
The focus is on the juxtaposition of the colour and shape of the water and land, 
and the movement of such elements. The first monotype of the same image 
informs the composition of the second monotype.  

The aerial views are natural abstractions, as I integrate the stories and the 
characteristics of the landscape in the abstract compositions. As a passive 
observer, some of the stories are not as apparent until I connect the location with 
what I see below my plane. For example Arriving in Vancouver (over Alberta), 
13-08-18, 4:31 PM references the flight above Western Canada with dark blue-
green forms dotting the upper portion of the composition. They convey the 
remnants of the floods that damaged parts of Alberta in June 2013. From above 
they appear as harmless, flowing forms. 


